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Map 1

Construct a new stopbank in the vicinity of the Rangiora-Loburn bridge

Map 2

Investigate and make recommendations with respect to the structural
stability of the stopbank system downstream of Rangiora

Map 3

Remove additional gravel downstream of SH1 in Ashley River/ Rakahuri

Map 4

Investigate additional protection work on the north bank of the Waimakariri
River in the vicinity of MacIntosh’s Rock

Map 5

Investigate an additional stopbank upstream of the present stop bank on the
true right bank of the Kaiapoi River to extend to Giles Road
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1

Introduction

1.1

The Waimakariri District

The Waimakariri District lies to the north of the Waimakariri River in North Canterbury. The
district occupies some 225,000 hectares, and extends from Pegasus Bay in the east to the
Puketeraki Range in the west. It is bounded to the north by the Hurunui District.
The Waimakariri District is largely a combination of fertile flat land and highly productive
rolling downs. The floodplains of the Waimakariri River and the Ashley River/Rakahuri make
up a significant proportion of the eastern area of the District. These areas are low lying, and
are subject to poor drainage and a significant risk of flooding.
In pre-European times there were several important Ngai Tahu settlements in the area now
occupied by the Waimakariri District. The centre of Ngai Tahu was Te Pao Taurakautahi,
otherwise known as Kaiapoi Pa. Today, Te Ngai Tuahuriri Runanga is based at Tuahiwi, to
the north of Kaiapoi.
European settlement concentrated on the fertile soils of the plains. Until the middle of the
20th century extensive agricultural and pastoral farming predominated. More recently, there
has been a significant intensification of land use, a substantial increase in land under
irrigation, and areas used for dairy farming, in the District. Also, as larger farms have been
subdivided parts of the eastern rural area have become much more densely populated.
The towns of Kaiapoi and Rangiora are the major urban areas in the Waimakariri District.
•
•

Kaiapoi lies to the north of the Waimakariri River, and the Kaiapoi River (the former
north branch of the Waimakariri River) runs through the town.
Rangiora is located to the south of the Ashley River/Rakahuri some 15 km upstream
from the mouth of this River.

Another of the district’s main urban areas, Woodend, is also in the east of the District.
Together these three towns accommodate some 22,000 people, which in 2001 represented
approximately 60% of the District’s population.
In 2002 the Environment Court approved plans for Pegasus New Town, a development to
the north-east of Woodend with a projected population of some 5000 people.

1.2

The rivers

The Waimakariri River and the Ashley River/Rakahuri both pose a flood hazard for the
people of the Waimakariri District. There are, however, significant differences between
these two rivers. The following table sets out the key characteristics of each.
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Waimakariri River
Headwaters
Area of
catchment
Length of river
Tributaries

Bealey River
Poulter River
Esk River
Broken River

Sources of water
at mouth

Approximately 90% of the water reaching
the mouth of the river originates from
inland of the Waimakariri Gorge

Sources of high
flows
Protection work
begun

Usually from heavy rain in the Southern
Alps from the north-west
1859 - with construction of stopbanks at
Halkett to the south of the river

Main protection
work undertaken

Hays No. 2 Scheme – 1929 - 1931
Upgraded – 1960 - 1990

Level of
modification

High – the lower reaches were
straightened in 1929-1931, and there is
extensive stopbanking on both sides of
the river

Level of
protection work

High, with equal level of protection on
each side of the lower reaches of the
river
4700 cumecs

Design capacity
for present level
of protection
works
Peak flow
recorded
Most recent
breakout, and
peak flow
Most likely
location of
breakout
Main problem(s)
for flood hazard
management

2

Arthur’s Pass region, at the crest of the
Southern Alps
3564 square kilometres – 2500 square
kilometres in the mountains
151 kilometres

Ashley River/Rakahuri
Lees Valley
1340 square kilometres
130 kilometres
Whistler River
Townsend River
Glentui River
Garry River
Okuku River
Makerikeri River
Approximately 50% of the catchment is
inland of the Ashley River/Rakahuri
Gorge and 50% is downstream of this
point. Sources of water vary and high
flows often reflect this distribution
Usually from heavy rain in the Lees
Valley and on the foothills
1868 - after the only occasion since the
beginning of European settlement that
the Ashley River/ Rakahuri and the
Waimakariri River have been in flood at
the same time
1925: Ashley River Improvement Act
provided for the establishment of the
Ashley River Trust which oversaw the
early protection work.
1955 – 1966 groynes upgraded
1966 – 1990 stopbanks upgraded
Moderate – 22 kilometres of stopbanks
downstream of the confluence with the
Okuku River. Some stopbanks located
on the riverbed, not on the banks of the
river
Moderate – design capacity towards the
lower end of the probable range for flood
of 500 year return magnitude
2400 cumecs

Since reliable record were begun in 1930
– 3990 cumecs
December, 1957 – 3990 cumecs on the
south bank

April 1951 – 2830 cumecs

North bank – down stream of the Eyre
diversion, with the highest risk being the
point at which the North Branch was cut
off from the main stream to form the
Kaiapoi River
The build-up of shingle in the channel
above the motorway bridges in order to
maintain channel capacity

Above the Rangiora-Loburn traffic
bridge, and below the State Highway 1
bridge

January 1953 – 1860 cumecs at the
Rangiora-Loburn traffic bridge

The narrow channel at the RangioraLoburn traffic bridge, and the build-up of
shingle downstream of the State
Highway 1 bridge
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2

Managing flood hazard in the Waimakariri
District

2.1

Statutory obligations

2.1.1

Resource Management Act 1991

Environment Canterbury and the Waimakariri District Council have statutory responsibilities
for the management of flood risk from the Waimakariri River (north bank) and the Ashley
River/Rakahuri.
The duties of regional councils under the Resource Management Act (RMA) include the
control of the use of land for the purpose of the avoidance or mitigation of natural hazards
(RMA s.30 (1) (c) (iv)).
Under the RMA territorial authorities (district councils) have responsibility for:
"The control of any actual or potential effects of the use, development, or protection
of land, including for the purposes of the avoidance or mitigation of natural hazards ..." (RMA
s.31 (b))

2.1.2

The Canterbury Regional Policy Statement

The Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (RPS) prepared by Environment Canterbury, and
made operative in 1998:
•
•

provides an overview of the resource management issues of the region; and
sets out how natural and physical resources are to be managed in an integrated way
to promote sustainable management.

With respect to natural hazard the RPS focuses on the issues that arise from natural
occurrences, and the human occupation and the activities being undertaken in a locality. It
concludes (RPS p244):
“If the two interact then the outcome, if any, may range from a nuisance to a
catastrophe.”
This outcome is identified as a cost to the community concerned, both in monetary and nonmonetary terms.
Canterbury Regional Policy Statement, Chapter 16, Objective 1 states (RPS p245):
“Avoid or mitigate the actual or potential costs of loss or damage to life, property, or
other parts of the environment from natural hazards.”
Canterbury Regional Policy Statement, Chapter 16, Policy 1 states (RPS p245):
“In managing natural hazards, highest priority should be given to the combination of
measures which delivers the greatest net benefit.”
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The Explanation to this Policy states (RPS p245):
“Priority treatment of natural hazards is a policy of dealing first with those that offer
the highest return on available investment. This is expressed in terms of protection
gained and cost incurred, a notion embodied in the term used above – greatest net
benefit. In the calculation of benefit, and of costs, both monetary and non-monetary
values are included. Non-monetary factors include effects on people, cultural
values, ecosystems, landscape and amenity. These values are taken into account
by comparing alternative options. Although it is not possible to place a precise dollar
value on any improvement in non-monetary benefit, methods are available for
gauging whether or not the additional non-monetary benefit exceeds any additional
monetary cost.”
The RPS specifies the methods used or to be used to manage natural hazards as (RPS
p246):
“1.

(b)
(d)
(f)

2.

District/city councils in the preparation, variation, change, or review of district
plans, through the exercise of their functions should, where their
responsibilities for natural hazards are stated in this Regional Policy
Statement, consider including provisions that:
(a)

Regional plans
Information provision
Advocacy, promotion and co-operation

give highest priority to managing those natural hazards where the
greatest net benefit can be delivered.”

Other policies in the RPS with respect to the management of natural hazards include:
•
•
•
•
•

2.1.3

Individual consents based on the principle of avoidance (Chapter 16 Policy 3)
Employment of a precautionary approach and an appropriate mix of measures
(Chapter 16 Policy 4)
Beneficiary to pay in proportion to benefit (Chapter 16 Policy 5)
Promotion of disaster preparedness (Chapter 16 Policy 6)
Safeguarding the environment from adverse effects of natural hazard protection
measures (Chapter 16 Policy 7).

The Proposed Waimakariri District Plan

The Proposed Waimakariri District Plan as Amended by Council Decisions (PDP), notified in
February 2001, contains a range of measures designed to manage natural hazards,
including flood hazard in the Waimakariri District.
Issue 8.2 (PDP p8/3) states:
“The monetary and non-monetary costs and adverse effects on the health, safety
and wellbeing of the community from the relationship between subdivision, use and
development of land and:
(a) floodwaters from the Waimakariri River and the Ashley River /Rakahuri,
and their tributaries; and
(b) localised flooding in low-lying areas.”
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Objective 8.2.1 (PDP p8/3) states:
“The community’s desired level of protection from flood events is achieved through
an appropriate combination of measures to modify the level of flooding, modify
susceptibility to damage and deal with the consequences of floods.”
The related policies include:
•
•
•

The identification of land known to be at risk from flooding or which has a known
history of flooding (PDP Policy 8.2.1.1)
A requirement to give specific consideration to the consequences and probability of
flooding at the time of subdivision or land use consent to avoid or mitigate flood
hazard in the area identified under Policy 8.2.1.1 (PDP Policy 8.2.1.2)
Supports works and services that maintenance or enhancement flood hazard
protection (PDP Policy 8.2.1.5)

PDP Policy 8.2.1.4 states:
“Include in the District Plan provisions continuing the land use and subdivision controls
from the Transitional District Plan until a review of the flooding issue in the District, in
conjunction with the Canterbury Regional Council, has been completed.”
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2.1.4

The current policy environment

LAW

Resource Management Act 1991
s30

Environment Canterbury
(c)
The control of the use of
land for the purposes of –
(iv)

The avoidance
or mitigation of
natural hazards

Regional Policy
Statement

POLICY

Proposed
Waimakariri
District Plan
Ch: 8
Natural Hazards

Proposed Waimakariri District Plan
•
•
•

Staff
Technical
Working
Group

Localised flooding areas
River setbacks
Joint WDC and ECan working party

JOINT WAIMAKARIRI
DISTRICT FLOOD HAZARD
MANAGEMENT WORKING
PARTY ECAN/WDC
•
•

Research and
Monitoring
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Waimakariri District Council
The control of any actual or
potential effects of the use,
development, or protection of
land, including for the avoidance
or mitigation of natural
hazards…

Must not be
inconsistent
with

Ch: 16
Natural Hazards

METHODS

s31
(b)

Waimakariri
District Flood
Hazard
Management
Strategy

Technical
Investigations
Issues and Options

Building
Emergency
Act
Service Review

Catchment
Works

Information
Services

Emergency
Management
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2.2

Waimakariri District Council/Environment Canterbury
Joint Working Party

In recognition of the statutory obligations of the Waimakariri District Council and Environment
Canterbury for flood hazard management in the Waimakariri District, and as a means of
giving effect to Policy 8.2.1.4, the councils established a joint flood hazard management
working party in 2000. The members of the Working Party are drawn from the elected
representatives of both Councils.
Since its establishment in early 2000, the joint working party has conducted a wide-ranging
investigation of the various aspects of flood hazard management as it relates to the
floodplains of the Waimakariri River (north bank) and the Ashley River/Rakahuri.
This Waimakariri District Flood Hazard Management Strategy outlines:
the issues and objectives of the strategy,
the strategic actions,
the organisations responsible for particular strategic actions, and
the time lines for the implementation of these strategic actions.

2.3

The Strategy

The Waimakariri District Flood Hazard Management Strategy provides an overview of the
measures that are presently being undertaken, or will be undertaken by Environment
Canterbury or the Waimakariri District Council to manage the flood risks from the
Waimakariri River system and the Ashley River/Rakahuri. The focus is on the measures
associated with maintaining flood flows within the river channel and to manage the level of
risk to people and property in the event of water breaching or overtopping the flood
protection systems for either river.
It is recognised that there are measures linked with flood hazard management that are not
specifically addressed in this document. For example:
•
•

The management of the beds of the rivers is controlled by Environment Canterbury
under its Natural Resources Regional Plan.
A non-statutory management strategy for users of the Waimakariri River and its
environs is being developed with the community by Environment Canterbury.
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3

Issue, objectives and outcomes

3.1

Issue
There is a real and significant risk of flood hazard from the Waimakariri River and
the Ashley River/Rakahuri for people and property in the eastern area of the
Waimakariri District that needs to be managed.
Explanation
Flood hazard is a well-documented natural hazard faced by people living in the
Waimakariri District. It is defined as the damage to people and property by
floodwater that escapes from a river usually during a period of high flow.

3.2

Objectives
A comprehensive and integrated approach to the management of the flood risk from
the Waimakariri River and the Ashley River/Rakahuri.
Explanation
The Strategy is a policy document that identifies the range of measures that can be
taken to manage a particular suite of risks in the Waimakariri District and the
linkages between these measures including:
a)
b)
c)

Statutory responsibilities
Statutory opportunities – integrated management
Resource commitments – long term and annual funding

It will provide management of the flood risk and a level of protection that permits the
reasonable use of resources in potential flooding areas. This can be done by:
a)

b)

c)

3.3

Outcomes
a)

8

Keeping water away from people.
Strategies designed to keep water away from people focus on lessons from
the past – on protecting existing development, including buildings and their
occupants.
Keeping people away from water.
Strategies designed to keep people away from water focus on anticipating
future flood events – on limiting the increase in the number of buildings and
their occupants who are at risk from flood hazard.
Dealing with the consequences of flooding.

The level of risk from flooding that is acceptable to the community is defined
in the Waimakariri District Floodplain Management Strategy, and is reflected
in the Waimakariri District Council’s and Environment Canterbury’s:

Waimakariri District Flood Hazard Management Strategy

•
•
•
•
•

Annual Plan and Budgets
Long Term Council Community Plans
Asset Management Plans
The Waimakariri District Plan
Regional Plans

b)

Construction and maintenance of flood hazard reduction measures comply
with Environment Canterbury’s environmental management system for
works in riverbeds, especially with respect to mahinga kai and other taonga
requirements.

c)

People are able to make informed land-use decisions with respect to the
level of personal, economic and social risk associated with flood hazard in
the Waimakariri District that they consider acceptable, within the planning
framework provided by the Waimakariri District Plan.
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4

The Strategy

4.1

Provide flood protection works for:
a)

The Waimakariri River by
restoring channel capacity to 4730 cumecs through:
•
•
•

b)

Maintaining existing stopbanks;
Investigating additional protection work on the north bank in the
vicinity of MacIntosh’s Hole (Map 4); and
Investigating the need for additional lengths of stopbank upstream of
the present stopbank on the true right bank of the Kaiapoi River to
Giles Road (Map 5).

The Ashley River/Rakahuri by
increasing the channel capacity to 3000 cumecs through:
•
•
•

Maintaining existing stopbanks;
Extending the break-bank on the south bank at Rangiora (Map 1);
and
Investigating and making recommendations with respect to the
upgrading of the stopbank system between Rangiora and the State
Highway 1 Bridge (Map 2).

[Organisation: Environment Canterbury – Annual Plan and Budget]

4.2

Ensure maintenance of appropriate channel capacity
for:
a)

The Waimakariri River by
•
•
•

b)

Continuing shingle extraction at such a rate as to restore design
capacity of the channel (greater than current rates);
Managing the planting and/or clearance of vegetation to ensure
protection of stopbanks and the restoration of channel capacity; and
Facilitating logistics of shingle extraction from appropriate reaches of
the Waimakariri River

Ashley River/Rakahuri by
•
•
•

Continuing the present level of shingle extraction between the
Okuku River confluence and the State Highway 1 Bridge to maintain
present bed levels;
Removing additional gravel from the bed downstream of the State
Highway 1 Bridge (with an annual target to be set); and
Managing the planting and/or clearance of vegetation to ensure
protection of stopbanks and the maintenance of channel capacity.

[Organisation: Environment Canterbury – Annual Plan and Budget]
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4.3

Monitor the effectiveness of flood protection and
channel maintenance works by:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Maintaining a 5-yearly programme for taking cross section readings
for the Waimakariri River;
Establishing a 5-yearly programme for taking cross section readings
for the Ashley River/Rakahuri below the State Highway 1 Bridge;
Maintaining a 10-yearly programme for taking cross section
readings for the Ashley River/Rakahuri between the confluence with
the Okuku River and the State Highway 1 Bridge;
Establishing a 30-yearly programme for taking cross section
readings for the Ashley River/ Rakahuri above the confluence with
the Okuku River;
Monitoring of flood events to assess the performance of the
channels of the Waimakariri River and the Ashley River/Rakahuri
during high flows, and taking additional cross section readings
where appropriate;
Undertaking additional surveys as warranted by local concerns
and/or related to flood events;
Maintaining the monitoring cross-section programme around the
lower bridges on the Waimakariri River; and
Establishing a monitoring cross-section programme for the SH1 and
Rangiora/Loburn bridges on the Ashley River/ Rakahuri.

[Organisation: Environment Canterbury – Annual Plan and Budget]

4.4

Provide effective management for key infrastructure by:
•

Maintaining a bed level management regime to minimise the effect
of gravel extraction on bridges.

[Organisation: Environment Canterbury – Annual Plan and Budget]

4.5

Provide for subdivision and land use management by:
•

•
•
•

Constraining subdivision and new dwellinghouse development in
areas that are extremely likely to be flooded, such as significant
secondary flow paths, to minimise the number of people and the
buildings at risk in these areas;
Requiring raised floor heights for new dwellinghouses in areas that
are very likely to be flooded to limit the risk to these buildings and
their contents;
Requiring the use of other flood-proofing techniques such as
bunding, possibly in conjunction with requiring raised floor heights to
limit the risk to buildings and their contents;
Ensuring that any development occurring in a flood prone area does
not increase flood risk on other sites;
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•
•

Reviewing and where necessary establishing new exclusion zones
or setbacks from rivers within which the construction of buildings will
not be permitted; and
Controlling or excluding, the storage and/or use of dangerous
substances in areas of high flood risk.

[Organisation: Waimakariri District Council – Proposed District Plan, Proposed
Variation 2003-2004]

4.6

Improve the standard of information about flood hazard
in the Waimakariri District by:
•
•

•
•

Providing more general public information about flood hazard risk
through the District’s library service, service centres and Council
displays;
Ensuring a high quality service for property information with respect
to flood hazard risk in PIMS and LIMS and general customer service
inquiries, by the inclusion of flood hazard information in the
geographic information technology initiative involving the
Waimakariri District Council and Environment Canterbury;
Ensuring that residents of flood prone areas are informed of the
flood risk and encouraged to take appropriate actions; and
Promoting the safe storage of dangerous substances already
located in areas of high flood risk and/or encouraging the relocation
of these substances and/or activities involving these substances
from such areas.

[Organisations: Environment Canterbury and Waimakariri District Council – Annual
Plan and Budget]

4.7

Ensure effective emergency management (consistent
with the Civil Defence Emergency Management Act
2002) by:
a)

Improving community preparedness
•
•
•
•
•

Developing evacuation plans for areas with a high risk of flooding;
Developing management plans for post-disaster, to look after
people evacuated from their homes because of flooding;
Developing flood fighting plans to contain or divert flood-waters
locally to reduce risks to people and property;
Providing information to people at risk concerning appropriate
responses to flood emergencies in their area; and
Improving flood warning/forecasting systems, including predictions
of flood size and arrival time.

[Organisations: Emergency Management Organisations of Environment Canterbury
and Waimakariri District Council – Annual Plan and Budget and Emergency
Management Plan]
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b)

Understanding the risk to infrastructure/services:
•
•

Identifying the infrastructure that is likely to be at risk from flooding
of various magnitudes; and
Undertaking an assessment of the nature and scope of disruption
to services based on the infrastructure audit.

[Organisations: Environment Canterbury and Waimakariri District Council – Annual
Plan and Budgets, Asset Managements Plans, Lifelines Engineering Projects,
Business Continuity Plans.]

4.8

Ensure effective implementation of the Waimakariri
District Flood Hazard Management Strategy by:
•

•

•
•

•

•

Instructing staff of Environment Canterbury and the Waimakariri
District Council to audit the statutory instruments of both Councils to
identify inconsistencies with the provisions of the Waimakariri
District Flood Hazard Management Strategy, and recommend any
amendments required to Environment Canterbury and/or
Waimakariri District Council;
Ensuring the resources required to implement the flood hazard
management strategy are incorporated into the long-term and
annual funding allocations of Environment Canterbury and the
Waimakariri District Council;
Ensuring integration of flood hazard works programme with the
Waimakariri District Council drainage asset management
programme;
Ensuring that the implementation of the flood hazard management
works programme is, as far as possible, integrated into and/or
contributes to any other related work of Environment Canterbury,
the Waimakariri District Council, and/or other agencies;
Investigating the river management and rating issues associated
with flooding on the Ashley River/Rakahuri, including the
introduction of a rating catchment area upstream of the Okuku
River;
Supporting the work of the River Liaison Rating Groups for the
Waimakariri River and the Ashley River/Rakahuri.

[Organisations: Environment Canterbury and Waimakariri District Council]
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5

Evaluation

The RPS requires the application of a ‘net benefit’ test to proposals for flood hazard
management. Only those proposals that rank with the highest net benefit should be
pursued. (RPS Chapter 16 Policy 1) Appendix 2 sets out a summary assessment of net
benefit for each strategic action recommended for the Waimakariri District Flood Hazard
Management Strategy. This summary is supported by detailed econometric evaluations, and
engineering assessments available from Environment Canterbury.
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6

Monitoring

The effectiveness of this Waimakariri District Flood Hazard Management Strategy will be
reported via:
•
•
•

State of Environment Reports
District Plan effectiveness monitoring
Review of Strategy in 10 years from adoption
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Appendix 1: Description of floodplain
management measures proposed for
the Ashley River/ Rakahuri and the
Waimakariri River (north bank)
Measure

Class/type of work

Purpose

Provide flood protection works (4.1)
Maintain existing stopbanks for both
rivers including the Cust/Main Drain
system, the Cam, Eyre, Siverstream
and Kaiapoi Rivers.

Annual maintenance

Construct a new stopbank in the
vicinity of the Rangiora-Loburn
bridge.

River control/stopbanks

Investigate and make
recommendations with respect to the
structural stability of the stopbank
system downstream of Rangiora.

River control/stopbanks

Investigate and make
recommendations with respect to the
need for additional protection work
on the north bank of the Waimakariri
River at MacIntosh’s.
Investigate and make
recommendations with respect to the
need for an additional stopbank
upstream of the present stopbank on
the true right bank of the Kaiapoi
River to extend to Giles Road.

River control/stopbanks

River control/stopbanks

Maintain the integrity of the
existing system. To ensure the
continued benefit from the
investment to date it is
necessary to ensure that the
stopbanks are adequately
maintained.
Provides a return channel for
floodwaters that overtop the
present ‘break-bank’ system,
and reduces the overall chance
of failure of the protection
system.
To define the risk of failure.
Seepage outside the stopbanks
is occurring during flood events
because the stopbanks have
been constructed over the
riverbed. This could lead to
stopbank failure.
To define the level of risk in the
area at present, and to
establish whether it would be
cost/effective to provide
additional protection.
To define the level of risk in the
area at present, and to
establish whether it would be
cost effective to provide
additional protection.

Ensure the maintenance of appropriate channel capacity (4.2)
Gravel extraction
• Waimakariri River - Increase rate
of gravel extraction to restore the
channel capacity to 4730
cumecs
• AshleyRiver/Rakahuri - Continue
the present level of gravel
extraction upstream of State
Highway 1
• Ashley River/Rakahuri - Remove
additional gravel from the bed
downstream of the SH1 bridge

River control/channel
improvement

Control bed level of the river
and maintain flood carrying
capacity.
For the Waimakariri River, the
excess material downstream of
Crossbank has significantly
reduced the flood carrying
capacity of the river.
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Measure
Facilitate logistics of shingle
extraction from appropriate reaches
of the Waimakariri River.
Manage the planting and/or
clearance of vegetation to ensure
protection of stopbanks and the
maintenance of channel capacity.
Extend plantings outside the
floodway when the river is away from
particular sites.

Class/type of work
River control/channel
improvement
River control/channel
improvement

Purpose
Improve accessibility for
contractors to key reaches of
the Waimakariri River.
Reduce erosion of berms,
terraces and stopbanks and
ensure flood carrying capacity
is maintained. Without planting
and vegetation control banks
will be eroded. A clear
floodway needs to be
maintained.

Monitor the effectiveness of flood protection and channel maintenance works (4.3)
Continue the present bed level
monitoring programmes
• Ashley downstream of the
Okuku confluence-10 yearly.
• Ashley upstream of the Okuku
confluence-30 yearly
• Waimakariri from the sea to the
Esk confluence-5 yearly.
Undertake additional surveys as
warranted by local concerns and/or
related to flood events.

Annual maintenance

Measure changes in bed levels
(aggradation and degradation)
to monitor channel capacity,
and provide an indication of the
overall integrity of the flood
protection system.

Annual maintenance

Maintain monitoring cross-section
programme around the lower bridges
on the Waimakariri River.

Annual maintenance

Establish a monitoring cross-section
programme for the SH1 and
Rangiora/Loburn bridges on the
Ashley River/Rakahuri.

Annual maintenance

Monitor flood events to assess the
performance of the channels of the
Ashley River/Rakahuri and the
Waimakariri River during high flows.

Annual maintenance

Measure changes in bed levels
(aggradation and degradation)
to monitor channel capacity,
and provide an indication of the
overall integrity of the flood
protection system.
Measure changes in bed levels
to assist with the maintenance
of a bed level management
regime that minimises the effect
of gravel extraction on bridges.
Measure changes in bed levels
to assist with the maintenance
of a bed level management
regime that minimises the effect
of gravel extraction on bridges.
To calibrate design work.

Provide effective management for key infrastructure (4.4)
Maintain a bed level management
regime to minimise the effect of
gravel extraction on bridges.

Annual maintenance

To provide a basis of managing
gravel extraction in the vicinity
of bridges.

Provide for subdivision and land use management (4.5)
Control of subdivision and
dwellinghouse development.
Require other flood-proofing
measures including the elevation of
building sites and/or raised floor
levels.
Building line restrictions.
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Proposed District Plan, Policies
and Rules/land use
management
Proposed District Plan, Policies
and Rules/land use
management
Proposed District Plan, Policies
and Rules/land use
management

Ensure the extent of
development reflects flood
liability of the area.
Provide protection for people
and possessions in buildings
constructed in areas of high
risk.
Set buildings back from the
existing stopbank system.
Applicable to new development.
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Measure
Control, or exclude the location of
dangerous substances and/or uses.

Class/type of work
Proposed District Plan, Policies
and Rules/land use
management

Purpose
Remove the risk of potentially
dangerous materials being
distributed off-site by
floodwaters. Particularly
applicable to toxic chemicals,
timber yards etc.

Improve the standard of information about flood hazard in the Waimakariri District (4.6)
Community education and provision
of information

Community preparedness

Provision of information and advice

Community preparedness

Technical advice programme

Community preparedness

Ensure residents are informed of
flood risk and encouraged to take
appropriate action

Community preparedness

Provide general community
information about flood hazard
risk through presentations to
schools and community groups,
resources available at the
District’s library service and
service centres, and Council
displays.
Ensure a high quality service for
property information with
respect to flood risk in PIMS
and LIMS and general customer
service inquiries by the
inclusion of flood hazard
information in the geographic
information technology initiative
involving Environment
Canterbury and Waimakariri
District Council.
Advise floodplain residents
about suitable responses to
flooding.
Minimise losses.
Essential private flood
mitigation measures are in
place.

Ensure effective emergency management – community preparedness (4.7a)
Development of existing floodwarning and forecasting systems
Development of techniques and
methods of flood-fighting

Community preparedness

Assessment of numbers and location
of flood affected persons
Feeding and sheltering of victims

Provide for well-being of flood
victims
Provide for well-being of flood
victims

Identification of areas for evacuation
and identification of safe areas for
evacuees

Provide for well-being of flood
victims

Emergency actions

Improve accuracy of predictions
of flood size and arrival time.
Contain or divert floodwaters
locally, and reduce casualties
and damage to possessions.
Pro-active activity which pays
dividends when disaster strikes.
Provide information for planning
post-disaster management.
Emergency Management Plan
is in place
Reduce casualties by enabling
people to move out of the way
of floodwaters.

Ensure effective emergency management – assessment of risks to infrastructure/services
(4.7b)
Identification of buildings having high
damage potential

Modify flood loss burden

Locate contents permanently
above potential flood levels.
Applicable particularly to art
gallery, museum, high value
uses, emergency services,
pumping stations etc.
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Measure
Assessment of nature and scope of
disruption to services

Class/type of work
Modify flood loss burden

Purpose
Provide information for planning
post-disaster recovery.
Engineering lifelines projects
are an effective mechanism for
achieving this.

Ensure effective implementation of the Waimakariri District Flood Hazard Management
Strategy (4.8)
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Audit of Environment Canterbury and
Waimakariri District Council statutory
instruments to identify and
recommend removal of any
inconsistencies with the provisions of
this strategy
Ensure the resources required to
implement this strategy are available

Implementation

Ensure integration of this strategy
with the Waimakariri District Council
drainage asset management
programme

Implementation

Ensure where possible the integration
of flood hazard management works
programme with other related works
of Environment Canterbury and the
Waimakariri District Council

Implementation

Investigate the river management
and rating issues associated with
flooding on the Ashley River/Rakahuri
including the introduction of a rating
catchment area upstream of the
Okuku River

Implementation

Support the work of the River Liaison
Rating Group for the Waimakariri
River and the Ashley River/Rakahuri

Implementation

Provide for the continuation of the
Joint Working Party to ensure
implementation of the Waimakariri
District Flood Hazard Management
Strategy

Implementation

Implementation

Provide consistency across the
statutory instruments which
direct flood hazard
management in the Waimakariri
District for which the two
Councils are responsibility.
Ongoing funding from
Environment Canterbury and to
a lesser extent from the
Waimakariri District Council is
required to implement this
strategy.
The effective implementation of
this strategy requires close cooperation with the Waimakariri
District Council drainage asset
management programme.
The implementation of this
strategy has the potential to be
integrated with other related
works of either Council to
achieve better outcomes than
would be achieved without a
comprehensive approach.
Recent flood events have
highlighted difficulties for
adjacent landowners upstream
of the Okuku River and it is
considered appropriate for
these issues to be the subject
of a separate investigation.
The River Liaison Rating
Groups provide valuable local
knowledge and advice,
particularly with respect to
Annual Plan and Budget
matters.
The strategy involves a
commitment to a wide range of
actions by both Councils and to
ensure implementation it will be
advisable to place primary
responsibility for this with a joint
working party from Environment
Canterbury and the Waimakariri
District Council .
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Appendix 2: Evaluation of floodplain
management measures
Measure

Evaluation Categories
Physical

Economic

Environmental

Overall
Assessment

Neutral

Neutral

Very high

Social

Provide flood protection works (4.1)
Maintenance of existing
stopbanks on the Ashley
River/Rakahuri and the
Waimakariri River
including the Cust/Main
Drain system, the Cam,
Eyre, Silverstream and
Kaiapoi Rivers.
Construct a new bank in
the vicinity of the
Rangiora-Loburn bridge.
Investigate structural
stability of the stopbank
system downstream of
Rangiora and make
recommendations.
Investigate the need for
additional protection
work on the north bank
of the Waimakariri River
at MacIntosh’s and
make recommendations.
Investigate the need for
additional protection
work between the end of
the existing flood
protection works on the
true right bank of the
Kaiapoi River and Giles
Road and make
recommendations.

High performance

Low cost

High maintenance
level

Extremely high
benefit/cost ratio
(BCR)

Immediate effect

High-moderate
performance

High cost
High BCR

Visually intrusive
from River Road.

High

Low maintenance
level
High Performance

Impinges on Ecan
Reserve leased by
the Waimakariri
District Council.

Moderate cost

Neutral

Neutral

Very high

High Performance

Moderate cost

Neutral

Neutral

Very high

High Performance

Moderate cost

Neutral

Neutral

Very high

Can damage
riverine habitat

High

Ensure the maintenance of appropriate channel capacity (4.2)
Gravel extraction

High performance

Low cost

Requires careful
management

Very high BCR

Disruptive on site
(noise, dust,
traffic)
Visually intrusive
(stockpiles)

Essential for river
stability (channel
location and
channel stability).

Facilitate logistics of
shingle extraction from
appropriate reaches of
the Waimakariri River.

High performace

Low cost
Very high BCR

Manage the planting
and/or clearance of
vegetation.

High performance

Moderate cost

Moderate
maintenance level

High BCR

Affects private
landowners and
also thee are
aspects related to
business
competition
Increases
recreation
opportunities

Reduces extent of
land-based
extraction, with its
potentially adverse
effects on
groundwater
quality and its poor
aesthetics.
Neutral

High visual
amenity

Very High

High

Provides habitat
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Measure

Evaluation Categories
Physical

Economic

Social

Environmental

Overall
Assessment

Monitor the effectiveness of flood protection and channel maintenance works (4.3)
Continue the bed level
monitoring programmes
including additional
surveys as warranted
by local concerns
and/or related flood
events, and for bridges.
Monitor flood events to
assess the
performance of
channels of rivers
during high flows.

High performance

Moderate cost
High BCR

Neutral

Neutral

High

High performance

Moderate cost
High BCR

Neutral

Neutral

Very high

Neutral

Very high

Provide effective management for key infrastructure (4.4)
Maintain a bed level
management regime to
minimise the effect of
gravel extraction on
bridges.

High performance

Moderate cost
High BCR

Neutral

Provide for subdivision and land use management (4.5)
Control of subdivision
and development.

High performance

Opportunity cost to
landowners

Politically very
sensitive

Neutral

High

Elevation of building
sites and/or raising of
floor levels.

Protection limited to
specific flood range

Moderate cost to
landowners

Could increase
flood risk to
neighbouring
properties

Possible adverse
effect on visual
amenity

High-moderate

Neutral

High-moderate

Building line restrictions

High-moderate
performance

Opportunity cost to
landowners

Control, relocation or
exclusion of dangerous
uses.

High performance

Moderate cost

Inconvenience of
high occupied floor
levels
Politically sensitive
Important for
public health and
safety

Reduces risk to
plant and animal
communities
particularly from
water-borne
chemicals

High

Improve the standard of information about flood hazard in the Waimakariri District (4.6)
Education

Moderate
Performance
Moderate
maintenance level

Provision of information
and advice.

Moderate
Performance
Moderate
maintenance level

Moderate-low cost
High potential
BCR

Increases
awareness and
preparedness

Very high

Neutral

Very high

Reduces social
impact of flooding

Moderate-low cost
High potential
BCR

Assists with
emergency
preparation
Increases
awareness and
preparedness
Reduces social
impact of flooding
Assists with
emergency
preparation
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Measure

Evaluation Categories
Physical

Technical advice
programme.

Moderate
Performance
Moderate
maintenance level

Ensure residents in at
risk areas are aware of
the need for insurance.

High Performance

Economic
Moderate-low cost
High potential
BCR

Social
Increases
awareness and
preparedness

Environmental

Overall
Assessment

Neutral

Very high

High

Very high

Reduces social
impact of flooding

Market cost to
property owner

Assists with
emergency
preparation
Provides financial
security

Ensure effective emergency management – community preparedness (4.7a)
Continued development
of flood warning and
forecasting systems.

Development of
techniques for flood fighting.

Assessment of numbers
and location of flood
affected persons.
Identification of areas for
evacuation and
identification of safe
areas for evacuees.

Very high
performance

High-moderate
cost

High maintenance
level

Very high BCR

Applies over the
full flood range
High-moderate
performance

Informs community

Neutral

Very high

Neutral

High

Neutral

High

Neutral

High

Reduces social
disruption
Provides time for
effective response

Low cost

Provides limited
security

Moderate BCR
Limited
maintenance
Moderate
performance

Low cost

Increases
awareness and
preparedness
Neutral

Moderate BCR
Low maintenance
Moderate
performance

Low cost
Moderate BCR

Increases
awareness and
preparedness

Low maintenance
level

Emergency management – assessment of risks to infrastructure/services (4.7b)
Identification of buildings
having high damage
potential.
Assessment of nature
and scope of disruption
to services.

Very high
performance
Limited
maintenance
High performance
Low maintenance
level

Low cost

Neutral

Very high

Very high BCR

Reduces loss of
artefacts and
memorablia

Low cost

Neutral

Neutral

High

High BCR

Changes slowly
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Appendix 3: Implementation
schedule
Measure

Implementation

Time Frame

Environment Canterbury

Annual Plan

Environment Canterbury

Annual Plan

Environment Canterbury

Annual Plan

Environment Canterbury

Annual Plan

Environment Canterbury

Annual Plan

Ensure the maintenance of appropriate channel capacity (4.2)
Gravel extraction
Environment Canterbury

Annual Plan

Provide flood protection works (4.1)
Maintain existing stopbanks on the Ashley
River/Rakahuri and Waimakariri River
including the Cust/Main Drain system, the
Cam, Eyre, Silverstream and Kaiapoi Rivers.
Construct a new stopbank in the vicinity of the
Rangiora-Loburn bridge.
Investigate and make recommendations with
respect to the structural stability of the
stopbank system downstream of Rangiora.
Investigate and establish whether it would be
cost-effective to provide additional protection
on the north bank of the Waimakariri River at
MacIntoshs.
Investigate and make recommendations as to
the cost-effectiveness of an additional
stopbank upstream of the present stopbank on
the true right bank of the Kaiapoi River to
extend to Giles Road.

Facilitate logistics of shingle extraction from
appropriate reaches of the Waimakariri River.
Manage the planting and/or clearance of
vegetation to ensure protection of stopbanks
and the maintenance of channel capacity.
Extend plantings outside the floodway at such
times as the river is away from particular sites.

Environment Canterbury

Annual Plan

Environment Canterbury

Annual Plan

Monitor the effectiveness of flood protection and channel maintenance works (4.3)
Continue the bed level monitoring
Environment Canterbury
Annual Plan
programmes.
• Ashley downstream of the Okuku
confluence-10 yearly
• Ashley upstream of the Okuku confluence30 yearly
• Waimakariri from the sea to the Esk
confluence-5 yearly.
Undertake additional surveys as warranted by
Environment Canterbury
Annual Plan
local concerns and/or related to flood events.
Maintain monitoring cross-section programme
Environment Canterbury
Annual Plan
around the lower bridges on the Waimakariri
River.
Establish a monitoring cross-section
Environment Canterbury
Annual Plan
programme for the SH1 and Rangiora/Loburn
bridges on the Ashley River/Rakahuri.
Monitor flood events to assess the
Environment Canterbury
Annual Plan
performance of channels of the
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Ashley/Rakahuri and the Waimakariri River
during high flows.
Provide effective management for key infrastructure (4.4)
Maintain a bed level management regime to
Environment Canterbury
minimise the effect of gravel extraction on
bridges.
Provide for subdivision and land use management (4.5)
Control of subdivision and development
Waimakariri District Council
Elevation of building sites and/or raising of
floor levels
Building line restrictions

Waimakariri District Council

Control, or exclusion of dangerous uses

Waimakariri District Council

Waimakariri District Council

Annual Plan

Proposed District Plan:
2003/2004
Proposed District Plan:
2003/2004
Proposed District Plan:
2003/2004
Proposed District Plan:
2003/2004

Improve the standard of information about flood hazard in the Waimakariri District (4.6)
Education and provision of information
Environment Canterbury,
Annual Plan
Waimakariri District Council
Provision of information and advice
Environment Canterbury,
Annual Plan
Waimakariri District Council
Technical advice programme
Environment Canterbury
Annual Plan
Ensure residents are informed of the flood risk
Environment Canterbury,
Annual Plan
and encouraged to take appropriate actions.
Waimakariri District Council
Ensure effective emergency management – community preparedness (4.7a)
Development of flood-warning and forecasting
Environment Canterbury
systems
Development of techniques and methods of
Environment Canterbury
flood-fighting.
Assessment of numbers and location of flood
Environment Canterbury,
affected persons
Waimakariri District Council
Identification of areas for evacuation and
Environment Canterbury,
identification of safe areas for evacuees.
Waimakariri District Council
Ensure emergency management – community preparedness (4.7a)
Identification of buildings having high damage
Waimakariri District Council
potential.
Assessment of nature and scope of disruption
Environment Canterbury,
to services.
Waimakariri District Council
Effective implementation of the flood hazard management strategy (4.8)
Audit of Environment Canterbury and
Environment Canterbury,
Waimakariri District Council statutory
Waimakariri District Council
instruments to identify and recommend
removal of any inconsistencies with the
provisions of this strategy.
Ensure the resources required to implement
Environment Canterbury,
this strategy are available.
Waimakariri District Council
Ensure integration of this strategy with the
Environment Canterbury,
Waimakariri District Council drainage asset
Waimakariri District Council
management programme.
Ensure where possible the integration of flood
Environment Canterbury,
hazard management works programme with
Waimakariri District Council
other related works of Environment Canterbury
and the Waimakariri District Council.
Investigate the river management and rating
Environment Canterbury
issues associated with flooding on the Ashley
26

Annual Plan
Annual Plan
Annual Plan
Annual Plan

2003/2004
2002/2003

2003/2004

Annual Plan
Ongoing liaison
Ongoing liaison

Annual Plan
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River/Rakahuri including the introduction a
rating catchment area upstream of the Okuku
River.
Support the work of the River Liaison Rating
Groups for the Waimakariri and Ashley
River/Rakahuri.
Provide for the continuation of the Joint
Working Party to ensure implementation of the
Waimakariri District Flood Hazard
Management Strategy.

Environment Canterbury

Ongoing liaison

Environment Canterbury,
Waimakariri District Council

Delegations,
Annual Plan
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Appendix 4: Membership Of Joint
Waimakariri District
Council/Environment Canterbury
Floodplain Working Party
Environment Canterbury:
2000 2000 2000 - 2001
2002 -

Cr. Robert Johnston (Chairman)
Cr. Judy Waters
Cr. Neil Cherry
Cr. Ross Little

Waimakariri District Council:
2000 2000 2000 - 2001
2000 - 2001
2002
2002 2002 -

Cr. Robert Brine
Cr. Richard Jordon
Cr. Joyce McIver
Cr. Elaine Cole
Cr. Joan Miles
Cr. Bryan Sulzberger
Cr. Jo Kane

Ngai Tuahuriri Representatives:
2000 2000 -

Mrs. H. Burgman
Mrs. C. Williams
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Appendix 5: Schedule of
Consultation
August 2000:

Leaflet questionnaire distributed to all ratepayers in the
Waimakariri District with 533 respondents

October 2001:

Waimakariri River – Ashley River/Rakahuri Floodplain
Management: Issue and Options document released for
community comment

November/December 2001:

Public meetings convened at Kaiapoi and Rangiora

January 2002:

Due date for comments on the Waimakariri River – Ashley
River/Rakahuri Floodplain Management: Issues and Options
document

August 2002:

Release of Waimakariri District Flood Hazard Management
Strategy document for public comment

August/October 2002:

Consultation period for the Waimakariri District Flood Hazard
Management Strategy

20 October 2002:

Due date for comments on the Waimakariri District Flood
Hazard Management Strategy document
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Appendix 6: Reports
Draft Waimakariri River Floodplain Management Plan, 1991. Canterbury Regional Council Report R91(9).
Ashley River Floodplain Management Regional Plan, Technical Investigation, 1995.
Canterbury Regional Council - Report 95(6).
Waimakariri River – Ashley River/Rakahuri Floodplain Management: Issues and Options for
Managing Flood Hazard in the Waimakariri District, 2001. Waimakariri District
Council/Environment Canterbury – Environment Canterbury Report R01/32.
Floodplain Management Survey. Waimakariri District Council – February 2001.
Waimakariri River – Ashley River/Rakahuri Floodplain Management: Issues and Options
Consultation Report. Waimakariri District Council – March 2002.
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